Introduction
The radar reconnaissance is carried out by accepting the radiation signal of the air target radar. Then the spatial position and the technical parameters of the target are obtained [1, 2] . After a large number of parameters of the target are obtained, it is needed to arrange and analyze the parameters. The air target intention is judged in aid of the effective computing method. Accordingly, it can be more pointed to take measures to the target rapidly and effectively.
A mathematical model is required to rapidly analyze the radar information and evaluate the target intention. The vector deviation is proposed as the basic method to judge a suspicious targets intention.
Suppose a target has a number of details, as listed successively, in Table 1 . A six-dimensional vector, e=(β,D,v,θ,H,σ) composed of 6 physical quantities corresponding to the target. The magnitude has little practical significance to judge the similarity between any two vectors [3, 4] . However, the angle between two vectors provides a suitable measure of similarity, with smaller angle implying higher similarity [5] . Since vectors have a common origin (the radar station), two useful similarity measures can be defined: (1) whether the angle between the vectors is close to 0, (2) whether the vector lengths are similar. Suppose A = (a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ...a n ) and B = (b 1 ,b 2 ,b 3 ...b n ) are two n-dimensional vectors with the same starting point, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1 . When the vectors are close to equivalence, the angle between A and B is close to 0, and the length of C is close to 0. The vector deviation is defined as
Matlab software programming [6, 7] :
ω=sqrt(sum((A-B).^2))/(min(sqrt(sum(A.^2)),sqrt(sum(B.^2))));

Target Data
The target data embody the information for judgment of intention. Targets are divided into two types: those with known intention and those with unknown and hence suspicious intention [8] . The data were derived from problem A in the Mathematical Contest in Modeling for graduate students, China in 2015, as listed in Table 2 . The vectors and intentions of known targets are shown in Table 3 . The data also were derived from the Mathematical Contest in Modeling for graduate students. Some physical information fed back by the target are transformed from the complex number into the uniform vector mode to realize the unified quantization of data. As above mentioned, 12 batches of the suspicious target data found by the radar are replaced by the vector. The eigenvectors for suspicious targets are obtained, as shown in Table 4 . The data of suspicious target eigenvectors are the known conditions in Mathematical Contest in Modeling. Radar shows the flight path of suspicious targets. Fig.2 show the radar time and distance data for the suspicious targets of Table 4 . 
Relation Between Vector Deviation and Target Intention
The vector deviation of known targets with the attack, reconnaissance, and cover intention are calculated. For the known targets with other intentions, such as civil, commercial transport, and agricultural aircraft, etc., it is difficult to accurately classify the target intention, and there is little practical significance. The known targets with other intention are independent of each other. Therefore, the eigenvectors in the other intentions are not the vectors of the same class of intentions. Tables 5-7 show the vector deviation for the attack, reconnaissance, and cover intention, respectively. The data of Tables 5-7 are supporting the results on vector recognition theory by the known conditions. The vector deviation between known targets with the same intention are distributed within 0.3 according to the Tables 5-7 . Most deviations are very small, arguing that the vectors are similar. That is, the similarity of target vectors directly reflects the similarity of target intentions.
Therefore, it is verified that the similarity of the target vector reflects the closeness degree of the target intentions by checking the deviation degree of eigenvector of different intentions. Tables 5-8 show that the deviations of known target eigenvectors within the same intention class are much smaller than for targets with different intentions. The deviation of a known target within the same intention class is typically no more than 0.1, with maximum less than 0.3. However, most deviations for different intentions are larger than 1, with minimum approximately 0.43. Therefore, the deviation between two target vectors reflects the closeness of target intentions.
Judgement of Suspicious Target Intention Vector Deviation of Suspicious Target
The vector deviations are calculated for fifteen suspicious targets with known intention. In each intention class, the vector deviation between the suspicious targets within that class must be smaller than those of other classes. Then the vector can be seen as the baseline for the judgement of the class of intentions. It is referred to as the standard vector. Table 9 lists the standard vector of five classes of intentions. Twelve suspicious targets are assessed for their intention by comparison to the standard vectors, as shown in Table 10 . If the vector deviation between a standard vector and the suspicious target is very small, then the suspicious target intention may be assumed to be that of the standard vector. The minimum deviation is marked (bold number) for each suspicious target, and the most probable intentions are shown in Table 11 . 
Validation of Suspicious Target Intention
The deviation between suspicious targets are smaller than 0.3 for several standard vectors, which complicates rapid judgement of the target intention. Therefore, aspects of the targets motion curve were included for analysis, verifying the judgement accuracy of target intention based on vector deviation alone. Specifically:
(1) Target 30:
The most probable intention of suspicious target 30 is attack. The second most likely intention is other, corresponding to e15. The eigenvector is (2300, 216, 138, 311, 7, 3.5), and the azimuth angle, β; distance, D; and course angle, θ are very close to standard vector e2 (attack class) (2300, 210, 300, 310, 4.0, 1.2), whereas the deviation for e15 is very large. Therefore, the intention of suspicious target 30 is judged to be attack.
(2) Target 31:
The most probable intention of suspicious target 31 is reconnaissance. The distance, D; horizontal velocity, v; and course angle, θ are very close to e3 (reconnaissance class).
(3) Target 36:
The most probable intention of suspicious target 36 is attack. The second closest standard vector is other (e15). However, each data value of the eigenvector is closer to the corresponding value of standard vector e2.
(4) Target 37:
The most probable intention of suspicious target 37 is other, corresponding to the standard vector e1. The second most likely intention is reconnaissance, but the azimuth angle is too small and the vision is narrow. Hence the vector deviation from reconnaissance is large and excluded [9] , and the intention determined to be other.
(5) Target 39:
The most probable intention of suspicious target 39 is reconnaissance. The second most likely intention is attack. However, the velocity is too small, i.e., target 39 does not have attack velocity, and the vector deviation from standard vector e2 (attack class) is much larger than the minimum.
(6) Target 39:
The intention of suspicious target 39 is reconnaissance. The eigenvector agrees well with standard vector e3 (reconnaissance class), and all other deviations for the remaining cases are large.
(7) Target 51:
The most probable intention of suspicious target 51 is attack. The second most likely intention is other (e15). However, each parameter of the suspicious target is very close to the corresponding parameter of e2, and Fig. 2 shows that the distance to the radar is only 168 km, with flight direction and velocity very close to the attack case. Therefore, the intention of suspicious target 51 is assessed to be attack.
(8) Target 60
The probables intention of suspicious target 60 is reconnaissance and other. However, Fig. 2 shows suspicious target 60 is receding from the radar, which argues a nonmilitary intention. The azimuth angle is also poor for reconnaissance. Accordingly, the intention of suspicious target 60 is determined to be other.
(9) Target 72:
The intention of suspicious target 72 is surveillance. The eigenvector agrees well with e11 (surveillance class), and Fig. 2 shows that the distance between the suspicious target and the radar is maintained.
(10) Target 85:
The most probable intention of suspicious target 85 is attack or other (e15). The attack angle is excellent [10] , distance to radar is smal, and flight velocity is very large, close to standard vector e15. Therefore, the intention of suspicious target 85 is confirmed as attack.
(11) Target 91:
The intention of the suspicious target with ID 91 is reconnaissance. The eigenvector is very close to the standard vector e3 (reconnaissance class), and Fig. 2 shows constant distance to the radar. Therefore, the intention assessed to be reconnaissance. The most probable intention of suspicious target 93 is reconnaissance, and the second is attack. Figure 5 shows the distance to the radar decreases in the first half then is maintained in the second half of the time. Additionally, the course angle is strongly characteristic of reconnaissance [11] . The vector deviation with standard vector e2 (attack class) is large. Therefore, the intention of suspicious target 93 is determined to be attack.
Conclusions
Using the proposed vector deviation, the intention of suspicious targets were assessed, and validated. Vector deviation was confirmed as an effective prediction mechanism for target intention.
When the vector deviation calculated by the target vector and the standard vector with different intentions were very close, there existed partial inference for the rapid judgement of the target intention. This was due to the fact that the effect of each composition element in each target eigenvector on the vector was different. In the practical situation, the weighting of each element should be given according to its significance in the vector [12, 13] . For example, the weightings of azimuth angle β, distance D, course angle θ and velocity v for the judgement of the suspicious target intention were obviously higher than that of height H and radar cross section σ. Moreover, the elements influenced each other. It can be assumed that the target eigenvector after weighting revising e= (η β* β, η D* D, η v* v,η θ* θ, η H* H,η σ* σ), where η β , η D , η v , η θ , η H and η σ were the weightings of the corresponding elements [14] . The weightings were needed to determine according to large amounts of data [15] . Then the eigenvector after being given weighting was applied to the calculation of the deviation degree. As a result, the more accurate vector deviation can be obtained.
The assessment of suspicious target intention using vector deviation is rapid and precise. The problem of weighting of each element in the target eigenvector would be referred to in the future study.
